THE LITTLE FLY

CHORUS:
OH THERE [C] WAS A LITTLE FLY AND HE
[G] FLEW INTO A STORE
AND HE [G] (***) UPON THE CEILING AND HE
[C] (***) UPON THE FLOOR
AND HE [C] (***) UPON THE BACON AND HE
[F] (***) UPON THE HAM
AND HE [G] (***) UPON THE HEAD
OF THE [C] LITTLE GROCER MAN

NOW THE [C] LITTLE GROCER MAN GOT A
[G] LITTLE SPRAY GUN
HE [G] SWARE THAT HE WOULD KILL THE FLY
BE-[C]-FORE THE DAY WAS DONE.
BUT BE-[C]-FORE HE COULD COUNT
FROM [F] ONE TO TEN,
THE [G] LITTLE FLY WENT (***)
ON HIS [C] BALDY HEAD AGAIN.
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WELL THE [C] LITTLE GROCER MAN AND HIS
[G] LITTLE GROCER WIFE
[G] SWARE THAT THEY WOULD KILL THE FLY
[C] IF IT MEANT THEIR LIFE.
THEY [C] GOT THEMSELVES A HAND GRENADE
AND [F] LAID DOWN ON THE FLOOR
AND [G] BLEW THEMSELVES TO BLAZES
AS THE [C] FLY FLEW OUT THE DOOR.
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WELL THEY [C] BOTH WENT UP TO HEAVEN AND
[G] ANGELS THEY WERE MADE
SAINT [G] PETER SAID "GOOD PEOPLE,
[C] YOU WILL BE REPAID.
THE [C] GROCER GOT HIS ANGELS WINGS HE
[F] FLEW UP IN THE SKY
THEN HE [G] DIVED DOWN LIKE A BOMBER
AND HE [C] (***) UPON THE FLY!
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